Materials Needed to Administer

### 60 Month Questionnaire
- Ball (large)*
- Ball (small)*
- Bowl*
- Buttons* [use those on stuffed toy or child’s clothes]
- Crayon*
- Scissors (child safe)*
- Zipper* [use one on stuffed toy or child’s clothes]
- Child’s clothing (e.g., coat, jacket, shirt, loose-fitting pants)
- Container with food to scoop (such as applesauce)
- Paper
- Pencil
- Soap, water, and towel
- Spoon (large) or scoop

### 72 Month Questionnaire
- Ball (small)*
- Scissors (child safe)*
- Book (with story new to the child)
- Board game or cards
- Paper
- Child’s clothing with snaps, buttons, or other fasteners (e.g., coat, jacket, shirt, loose-fitting pants)
- Pencil

Items marked with an asterisk(*) are included in the ASQ-3™ Materials Kit; visit www.agesandstages.com to order.